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ir. Damien D.E. Richardson
Chairman of the Social Economic 
Council of Sint Maarten

Foreword
“Everyone can rise above their circumstances and achieve success if they are dedicated to and 
passionate about what they do.” Nelson Mandela

With the signing of the National ordinance Social Economic Council AB 2010 GT no.19, the Social 
Economic Council (hereafter SER) was established by organic law on October 10th, 2010. While 
country Sint Maarten and the High Councils of State celebrated their tenth anniversary on October 
10th, 2020, the SER would have to wait one year longer to achieve that milestone. The advisory body 
became operational on May 1st, 2011. Confronting challenges and change has become one of the main 
conditions that the country and by extension the SER has had to become comfortable with. 

Ten years is no small achievement when we consider the many divergent socio-economic challenges 
and natural disasters that were managed to get the SER to this level of competence and adaptability. 
Hard work, dedication, and a clear vision that focusses on achieving a sustainable quality of life for 
the citizens of Sint Maarten is what stands as the light that guides the SER’s path. The SER is a key 
advisory body that participates in helping to guide the course of Sint Maarten as a constituent country 
within the Dutch Kingdom. Moreover, the SER is a regional partner in dealing with the significant 
socio-economic issues that similarly affect our sister nations mainly Aruba and Curacao. The SER has 
compiled a total of fifty three solicited advice. From the solicited advice the General Health Insurance, 
A mandatory Pension for St. Maarten, Stepping out the Monetary Union, Boost St. Maarten and Cost 
of living stand out for their direct appeal for better socio-economic conditions for the citizens of Sint 
Maarten. With over ten unsolicited advices of which the “Better Waste Management” and the “Data 
Matters” advices stand out as foundational to the country. 

Finally, I would like to take this special moment to thank my fellow board members for electing me 
for a second term to serve as the Chairman of the Board. It is my utmost privilege for me to recognize 
the role that each of the chairpersons, management and staff of the secretariat played in bringing 
the SER to this level of accomplishment. The esteemed former Chairman Mr. René A. Richardson 
2011-2014, the esteemed former interim Chairman Mr. Arthur Bute 2014-2014, the esteemed and 
first female Chairperson of the SERs within the Dutch Kingdom, Mrs. Oldine V. Bryson-Pantophlet 
2014-2017, and Mr. Clarence Richardson who served as Chairman of the SER during the time of the 
former Netherlands-Antilles in the 1980’s and the island territory of Sint Maarten during the 1990’s. 
Thank you for your service. Despite the challenging year behind us, it is with great honor to present 
the Annual Report  2021 to the Government and the people of Sint Maarten. 
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Chapter 1. The Social Economic Council
1.1 Institution.                                                                  

As part of the Constitution of Sint Maarten and as one of the required organic laws, on October 10th, 2010, 
the National ordinance Social Economic Council AB 2010, GT no. 19 became effective, establishing the Social 
Economic Council of Sint Maarten. 

1.2 Advisory task.
  
The task of the SER is to; advise the Government on important topics of social-economic nature. Based on the 
National ordinance Social Economic Council AB 2010, GT no. 19 the Council provides its advice upon the written 
request of one or more Ministers. The Council may also provide unsolicited advice to the Government whenever 
the Council deems it necessary.
  
1.3 Operating procedure and objective.

The SER is a tripartite advisory body that, in the process of bringing about its advice, works conscientiously 
to render a realistic account of its viewpoints on the social economic matters in our society; viewpoints that 
have significant implications. The implications from the legal, financial, and social-economic perspective are 
directives in this framework.

Moreover, within the scope of its advisory function, the SER employs a broad-based concept of welfare. Broad 
based support for the social-economic policy is essential for a stable and enduring development of our country. 
During the SER board meetings, the aim of the board is to reach consensus concerning social-economic issues 
that otherwise, in a separate setting, would be conducive to divergent opinions and potential disputes that could 
have a negative effect on the implementation of draft policy or statutory regulations.   

As an advisory and consultative body of employers, employees and independent experts, the SER aims to 
contribute to the societal welfare by arriving at mutual consensus concerning issues in the social-economic 
sphere. In the process, the SER strives for quality and broad support by combining: a high degree of expertise in 
combination with social support.  
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Chapter 2. The Council      
2.1 Composition. 
  
Article 3 of the National ordinance Social Economic Council AB 2010, GT no.19, stipulates that, the Council 
consists of nine members, including three representatives of employers’ organizations, three representatives of 
employees’ organizations and three independent members (independent experts). The independent members 
are nominated by the Minister of General Affairs. A substitute member is appointed for each member. All eighteen 
Council members are appointed by national decree for a period of three (3) years.

According to article 12 paragraph 2 of the National Ordinance Social Economic Council AB 2010, GT no.19, persons 
who are appointed as members or substitute members in order to fill a vacancy in the interim shall step down on 
the date on which the person whose seat fell vacant should have stepped down. As of December 31st, 2021, the 
composition of the board was as follows.

Members 

Independent experts 

Mr. ir. Damien Richardson              Independent expert
Mr. Harlec Doran                    Independent expert                                                           
Ms. Carmen Berkel     Independent expert

Employer representatives

Mrs. Barbara Pompier-Halley    Soualiga Employers Association (SEA)
Mrs. Eveline Henriquez-Dijkhoffz           Employer Council Sint Maarten (ECSM)
Mr.  Ajay Rawtani       ECSM

Employee representatives

Mrs. drs. Shirley Pantophlet-Gregoria   The Windward Islands Federation of Labour (WIFOL)
Mr. Theophilus Thompson                     WIFOL
Ms. Cassandra Richardson   Windward Islands Civil Servants Union (WICSU)/
      Private Sector Union (PSU)    
Substitute members 

Mr. Kevin Jeffers             WICSU/PSU
Mr. Donald Webster    Association of Staff Employees of the Windward Islands (ASEWI)
Vacant                 Employee representative
Mr. Pieter Lucas    SEA
Mr. Georges Greaux         ECSM
Vacant       Employer representative
Mr. Judensy Coffie     Independent expert  
Vacant           Independent expert
Vacant           Independent expert
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2.2 Remuneration board members.

In accordance with article 22 of the National ordinance Social Economic AB 2010, GT no.19, the members are 
entitled to a monetary compensation. Their remuneration is further explained in the National decree, containing 
general measures, from December 14th, 2017, concerning the financial provisions of the members, their 
substitutes, and the SG of the Social Economic Council.

SER members only receive a compensation for the meetings they attend, with a maximum compensation of 2 
meetings per month, while SER substitute members now only receive a remuneration when they substitute for 
their member. Due to non-appointment of the SER board from April 2020 up until August 2021, no remuneration 
was paid out to the members for the year under review. 

2.3 Council meetings.
  
In general, the Council meets twice a month, on the second and fourth Thursday of the month. In accordance 
with article 13 paragraph 1 of the National ordinance Social Economic AB 2010, GT no.19, the Chairperson shall 
convene meetings whenever he or she deems it necessary or appropriate, stating the matters to be discussed. 

                                    Graph 1: Board attendance 2011 - 2021.

                   
In 2017, the attendance rate was lower (40%) due to the passing of hurricane Irma, the appointment of the new 
SER board was retro-actively finalized on October 23rd, 2017. The SER was inactive from April 30th, 2017, until 
October 23rd, 2017. In March 2020 in due to the outbreak of the COVID19 pandemic, in-person board meetings 
were cancelled. 

The year 2021 would prove to be the SER most challenging year due to the non-appointment of the Board, the 
overall attendance rating is significantly lower (20%).  The SER was inactive from April 30th, 2020, until August 
19, 2021. Looking back the Board had an active participation throughout the years with an average attendance 
rate of 75%. 
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Chapter 3. The secretariat 
  
3.1 Personnel. 
 
The staff of the secretariat is appointed, suspended, or dismissed by national decree, upon the Council’s 
recommendation. As of December 31st, 2021, of the six (6) positions five (5) were filled fulltime. In the year under 
review there remains one vacancy for the position of policy advisor.

As we celebrate our tenth year anniversary, we take this moment to thank our former colleagues. Through the 
years, your abilities and efforts have helped the success of this institution. Together, we have achieved great 
things. We celebrate and take pride in your accomplishment and your commitment to excellence during your 
time with us. We wish you continued succes with your future endeavors. 

Left to right:  Bas Peters, Sharon Arnell, Elienne Kirindongo, Danielle Choennie-Babel, 
Ursela Salomon, Gerard Richardson. 

Left to right: Ursela Salomon,  Carla Vlaun,  Gerard Richardson,  Sharon Arnell, Cheryll Bute
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3.2 SER internships 2016 -2021.

Starting in 2016, the SER began to provide university students with internships at the Secretariat in order to 
contribute to their studies. The intention of the internship is to acquaint up-and-coming young professionals with 
the work of the SER and to provide them with tools to further their research skills and projects. Between 2016 
and 2021, the SER has hosted four interns: Ms. Zusanna Leutscher-Kok (2016), Ms. Carla Vlaun (2017), Ms. Sahar 
Thomson (2019), and Ms. Chantelle Jessurun (2021).  

 
In 2016, Ms. Zusanna Leutscher completed her internship at the SER 
towards her bachelor in HBO-Rechten (Law) from the Hogeschool van 
Amsterdam (Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences). In completion 
of her degree, Ms. Letscher conducted a research report on pension 
systems in St. Maarten. The central question of her research was: 
What would be the most suitable second tier pension system for St. 
Maarten? As the SER has issued multiple advices related to the topic 
of pension systems over the years, being able to interact with young, 
innovative minds on the topic is of a great benefit to the institution. 

 

While completing her Master’s in International Affairs from the Graduate 
Institute of International and Development Studies, Ms. Carla Vlaun decided 
to complete an extracurricular internship at the SER in 2017. Ms. Vlaun 
conducted research on how St. Maarten history is taught within secondary 
school curriculums and how its inclusion in curriculums contributes to 
nation-building processes. She focused on collecting primary data from 
the Department of Education, schoolteachers, and high school students to 
provide a complete overview of the current state of education on history. The 
experience allowed her to bridge her studies between policy development 
at the international versus the national level.  

           

Ms. Zusanna Leutscher – Kok

Ms. Carla Vlaun
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As part of Ms. Sahar Thomson’s requirements for her bachelor’s degree, 
she had to complete an experiential learning experience that related to 
her academic focus on cultural studies. The SER offered Ms. Thomson 
an internship experience with many opportunities to build on her 
understanding of the cultural heritage in St. Maarten and how that relates 
to policy. During her month at the SER in 2019, she was provided with 
tools to enhance her research skills and policy analysis, while deepening 
her knowledge on St. Maarten history, the Government, and related 
institutions. 

 

 

In 2021, Ms. Chantelle Jessurun completed her internship at the SER 
while undertaking two master’s programs at Utrecht University and the 
Erasmus University, both in the Netherlands. Her two theses and policy 
brief were based on ethnographic research concerning the relocation of 
the inhabitants currently living on the landfill. The aim of her research 
was to identify possible impoverishment risks associated with involuntary 
relation of these inhabitants, while also shedding light on the current 
deprivations experienced by the inhabitants. Ms. Jessurun successfully 
received a Master’s in Sociology and a Master’s in International 
Development Studies based on her research. 

These internships have also proven fruitful for the SER in exposing the unique work of the institution to rising 
young professionals who are seeking employment on the island. One such example is the SER’s previous intern 
Ms. Vlaun. After acquiring work experience abroad, Ms. Vlaun applied to the SER again in 2019 for the position 
of policy advisor. As the Secretariat was already familiar with the quality of her work, the SER was pleased to 
welcome Ms. Vlaun back as a full-time staff member. 

As of 2019 the SER is pleased to have a staff made up of professionals who all returned home to St. Maarten 
after their studies to contribute to the advancement of their country. As the SER continues to receive interns, our 
hope is to continue inspiring St. Maarten students abroad to return home to continue to uplift the socio-economic 
standing of the country. 
 

Ms. Sahar Thompson 

Ms. Chantelle Jessurun
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3.3 Performance management.

Concerning the performance management, the SER functions in the same way as the government. Performance 
management is a concept, whereby the performance and competences of staff members are guided. In the year 
under review, the staff was evaluated during three phases. A planning phase, an interim evaluation phase and a 
final evaluation. 

The functioning of the SG is evaluated based on article 8 of the Rules of order of the Social Economic Council AB 
2011 no. 34. The evaluation is done by the Council. 

3.4 Training sessions and courses.

Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic in 2021, the government of the Netherlands imposed various liquidity 
restrictions on the Dutch Caribbean islands. This meant that the budget for 2021 was amended and was made 
dependent on the unpredictable course of COVID-19 pandemic and its effects. As result, the SER’s the budget 
post for training was reduced with 40%. Most trainings took place online and were free of charge. 

Chapter 4. Financial management
 
4.1 Budget 2021.

The SER specifies its budget annually. After approval by the Council, the budget is subsequently submitted to 
the Minister of General Affairs and the Minister of Finance. Due to the liquidity restrictions the SER budget for 
the year under review remained unchanged.  
 
The Government allocated a budget of ANG 1,068,825 for the year 2021 to the SER. 

4.2 Budget realization.

The actual expenditures and differences are provided by the Finance Department. During the compilation of 
the annual report 2021, the amounts could not be verified as Government’s 2021 financial statement is not yet 
available.

Budget post Budget 2021 Actual expenditures Balance

Personnel 
expenditures 

ANG   573,822 ANG  651,454 ANG - 77,632

Material costs 
goods and 
services

ANG   495,003 ANG  215,708 ANG 155.544

Total costs ANG 1.068,825 ANG 867,173 ANG 201,652

There is a difference of ANG 77,632 in personnel expenditures due to the recruitment of the legal policy advisor 
which was finalized during the course of the year. The material costs were less than initially budgeted. The 
difference of ANG 155.544 was ascribed to the reduced spending of the budget posts Business travel, training, 
and legal and professional advice. 

The SER remained within the budgeted amount of ANG 1,068,825.
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Chapter 5: Ombudsman report nr. 2019/00259.
“An investigation that requires special attention is the complaint of the SER against the Ministry of General 
Affairs” - Ombudsman 2020 Annual report. 

In 2019 the SER filed a complaint against the Ministry of General Affairs. The question at hand was whether the 
SG of the Ministry of General Affairs was structurally undermining the SER’s independence. The Ombudsman 
concluded that there was insufficient evidence to support the complaint but noted that the investigation 
“underscored the importance of the responsibility of both Parliament and Government recognizing and 
facilitating the independent functioning of the SER. As stated in the report `the investigation shows that the 
incorrect assessment of the SERs independent functioning was perceived, not only within the Ministry of General 
Affairs but across several ministries, and SG’s’. Another important aspect of the report that was addressed, was 
the SER’s independence. Over the years various Prime Ministers, Ministers, MPs, SG’s, department heads and 
civil servants were under the impression that the SER was a department within the Ministry of General Affairs. 
As stated by the Ombudsman, the qualification that was given by the government administration (Ministry of 
General Affairs) that the independence of the SER is not equal to the independence of the High Councils of State 
is inaccurate.  The basis for this thought process cannot be found in legislation nor literature. 

However, in legislation mainly the Constitution of Sint Maarten and the National ordinance on organization and 
country government organizations, the following can be found.

1. In the Constitution of the country Sint Maarten, article 79 stipulates, the legal basis for the permanent 
advisory councils. Article 79 of the Constitution in any event enables the institution and structure by law of a 
body to advise that is essential for the social and economic development of the country of Sint Maarten: the 
Social-Economic Council.

2. The Ministry of General Affairs is defined in the National ordinance on organization and country government 
organizations and further established in the organization decision of the Ministry of General Affairs. The SER 
is an independent advisory body and is not part of the Ministry of General Affairs. The SER is not included 
in the organization decision, and does not fall under the National ordinance on organization and country 
government. Nevertheless, the political responsibility of the SER lies with the Minister of General Affairs. 

The SER is pleased with the outcome and the conclusions of the report of the Ombudsman. In the 52 page 
report, the core issues that were experienced for years by the institution were highlighted. While the Ministry of 
General Affairs has not yet met all the recommendations of the Ombudsman, the SER is pleased with the current 
working relationship with the Ministry. The government appointed liaison is of an added value to the SER. The 
communication between the SER and the department of Legal Affairs & Legislation is improving. The Minister 
of General Affairs is currently in discussions with the SER, to come to a resolution with the advisory body and 
comply with the recommendations of the Ombudsman. 
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Chapter 6:  2011 – 2021: A decade of Social Economic Council. 

6.1 The building phase of the institution 2011 - 2014.

The period 2011- 2014 can be best described as the building phase of the institution. On May 1st, 2011, the 
first Board of the SER was appointed by national decree. Mr. René A. Richardson, an independent expert was 
elected from among the members to serve as the first Chairman. In order to recruit and train personnel for the 
secretariat, Mr. Gerard M.C. Richardson was recruited and appointed as the Acting Secretary-General (ASG) in 
May 2011. With the guidance and assistance of SER’s Curacao and Aruba, the ASG received valuable council from 
his colleagues during the building phase of the institution. In June 2011 the SER received its first advice request, 
the ASG compiled the first SER advice titled ‘Emmancipation Day’ to the government of Sint Maarten. The Rules 
of Order were finalized in October 2011. The national decree, the design and organization of the secretariat of 
the SER was finalized in 2012, as a result of the recruitment process that was commenced. As of March 2012, the 
secretariat was fully operational, with a full staff in service, the SER was better equipped to advise government. 

In June of 2012, the Social Economic Council reached a new milestone. At the General Assembly of the 
International Association of Economic and Social Councils and Similar Institutions (AICESIS) which was held on 
the 14th -15th of June in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Sint Maarten acquired full membership in the AICESIS. In 2013 
the SER organized its first symposium titled ‘Innovate or deteriorate, corporate social responsibility as the way 
forward for Sint Maarten’. The keynote speaker for the symposium was Professor Ryan Peterson of the University 
of Aruba. During the tenure 2011-2014 a total of sixteen (16) advice were compiled of which ten (10) were solicited 
and six (6) were unsolicited. In order to create more awareness in the community the SER organized a series of 
workshops and short lectures for the civil service and the public. In October 2013, René A. Richardson attained 
the age of seventy years (70) and in accordance with article 8 paragraph b of the National ordinance Social 
Economic Council AB 2010, GT nr 19, the Chairman was honorably discharged by national decree.

Members of 2011-2014 Board. The substitute members are not included in the picture 
Left to right front row: E. Henriquez-Dijkhoffz, W. Reed, D. Williams (Vice Chairman), R. Richardson (Chairman), A. Bute, 
E. Gumbs-Vlaun, back row left to right: E. Smith, J. Laker jr, T. Thompson
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6.2 The learning phase of the institution 2014 - 2017.
  
As the term of the Board was still in effect when Mr. Rene Richardson was honorably discharged, as temporary 
measure an interim Chairman was elected, Mr. Arthur Bute who represented the Chamber of Commerce & 
Industry. During the tenure of Chairman A. Bute, the SER organized its second symposium titled ‘Inclusive 
Development’ keynote speaker for the event was Honorable Owen Seymour Arthur, former Prime Minister of 
Barbados. The tenure of Mr. Bute came to an end on April 30th, 2014, at which time the term of the first Board 
also came to an end. In May 2014 Mrs. Oldine Bryson-Pantophlet was elected as the first female Chairperson of 
the SER. Mrs. Bryson-Pantophlet became the first female in the Dutch Kingdom to be elected as Chairperson of 
the SER. During tenure of Chairperson Bryson-Pantophlet the SER kept up its production as a total of seventeen 
(17) advice were compiled of which thirteen (13) were solicited and four (4) were unsolicited advice.

During this phase the lack of general comprehension and acceptance by government concerning the SER’s role 
continued to be a challenge. In 2020 the Ombudsman issued its report and concluded the same. In the report 
it was mentioned that there was a misunderstanding/misinterpretation of the independence of the SER on a 
broader level, across ministries and Parliament. The instability of government over the past ten years played a 
key role in the lack of understanding of the SER’s role. With the change of the Minister of General Affairs and a 
new Council of Ministers, the role, work method and objective of the SER were not properly understood by the 
various governments. In addition, the Members of Parliament (MPs) were not familiar with the role and work 
method of the SER. This was evident as the first meeting between the SER and the Parliament took place in 
2015, four years after the establishment of the SER. Despite the lack of understanding within the government 
apparatus, the institution kept its information campaign going within the civil service and with the general public. 
The Chairperson and Vice Chairperson appeared on various radio talk shows and conducted numerous interviews 
in an effort to create more awareness in the community with regard to the role and work method of the SER.

Members of 2014-2017 SER Board. The substitute members are included on the picture. 
Left to right: Ajay Rawtani, Robby Ferron, Eveline Henriquez-Dijkhoffz, Elaine Gumbs-Vlaun, Bienvenido Richardson, 
Sjaoel Richardson, Peter van Dort, Oldine Bryson-Pantophlet (Chairperson), William Reed, Dwight Williams (Vice Chairman), Alberto 
Bute, Mandy Daal-Offringa, Stanley Lint, Theophilus Thompson
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6.3 The growing phase of the institution 2017 – 2020.

By the year 2017 SER Sint Maarten was a recognized as a fundamental institution within the check and balances 
of the government apparatus of Sint Maarten. The institution had made a name for itself mainly due to its advice, 
symposia, lectures, and continued performance despite the many challenges it faced. The term of the second 
Board and tenure of Mrs. O. Bryson -Pantophlet came to an end on April 30th, 2017. The SER would be left without 
a Board for a period of ten (10) months. On September 6th, 2017, Sint Maarten was struck by Imra a category 
5+ hurricane. Two weeks later Sint Maarten was struck by another hurricane Maria. The hurricanes left Sint 
Maarten devasted and destroyed. The SER office had little to no damage. Nevertheless, the appointment of the 
Board was finalized on October 23rd, 2017, with the signing of the national decree. Due to the devastation caused 
by hurricanes Irma and Maria the SER faced additional challenges, a Board member and a policy advisor both 
resigned and relocated abroad. Furthermore, a few Board members lost interest due to delayed appointment of 
the Board and resigned. Due to the resignations of some members, new members had to be appointed and a 
new policy advisor recruited. The SER resumed its meetings in December 2017. As a new term commenced Mr. 
Damien Richardson, an independent expert was elected to serve as the Chairman of the third Board of the SER.

On May 9th and 10th, 2019 a joint symposium on migration, was convened under the auspices of the Social 
Economic Councils (SERs) of Aruba, Curacao and Sint Maarten. The two-day event was held at Avila Beach Hotel 
on Curacao. The joint symposium would be SER Sint Maarten third symposia and first joint collaboration with 
Aruba and Curacao. The decision to organize a joint symposium was based on a joint mandate from the former 
Prime Ministers of the three (3) respective countries which resulted in a joint Symposium called “Migration 
Symposium”: Migration and Socio-economic Development Policy challenges and options. 

Members of 2017 – 2020 SER Board. The substitute members are included in the picture. 
Back row left to right: T. Thompson, I. Davelaar, D. Webster, D. Richardson (Chairman), B. Brooks, S. Lint, R. Ferron
A. Baly, Front row seated: M. Daal-offringa, E. Henriquez-Dijkhoffz, S. Gregoria.
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6.4 Financial management 2011 -2021.
 
In this paragraph, the costs based on the national budgets 2011 - 2021 are reflected in the graph below. The national 
budget for the year 2011 reflects a period of eight (8) months, taking into consideration that the institution was 
established in May of 2011. During the entire year of 2011, there were vacancies for a senior policy advisor, legal 
policy advisor, policy advisor, policy worker, and an Office manager. During the period of May through December 
2011 the ASG was the only staff member of the secretariat. 
The secretariat became fully operational as of March 2012. As of the year 2013 the SER noted another increase in 
its budget due to the organization of its first symposium. The personnel cost for the years 2012-2016 maintained 
within the budgeted amounts. In 2017 there is an increase for personnel cost due to hiring of a policy worker. As 
for the years 2018 and 2019 the SER operated on an average budget of 1.3 million ANG. Due to the global impact 
of the COVID-19 pandemic the budgets of the years 2020 and 2021 are lower compared to previous years.
  

Graph 2: Yearly Expenditures 2011 - 2021.                       

  
The budget depletion 2011-2021 provides a visual of the SER expenditures over the past decade. With the exception 
of the years 2013 and 2015, the SER has stayed within the budgeted amounts that the institution received. The 
figures used to compile the graphs were provided by the Finance department of the government of Sint Maarten. 

                                Graph 3: Budget depletion 2011 - 2021.  
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6.5 Retrospective: 10 years of the Social Economic Council in pictures.
      

Meeting SER St Maarten - SER Netherlands 2012. 

SER secretariat & Chairman R. Richardson 2012.

SER office Harbor View opening 2013. SER symposium ‘Innovate or deteriotate’  2013.

SER Board meeting 2012 
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SER fifth (5) year anniversary celebration May 2016.
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Various pictures 2017 - 2019  
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 Chapter 7 Local and international contacts.
In 2021,the SER continued to strengthen its ties with its local and international partners. Due to the then ongoing 
COVID-19 pandemic, all meetings took place online. In addition, the appointment of the fourth board of the SER 
was delayed due to various court cases. As a result of the delay, the SER Board was inactive from April 2020 – 
August 2021. The SER is currently awaiting the second verdict in an appeal case, as such the SER will refrain 
from issuing any statements related to the delay in the year under review. 

On July 21st, 2021, the SG participated in an online meeting the between the secretariats of the SERs of Aruba, 
Curacao and SER Brabant of the Dutch province, North Brabant. The purpose of the meeting was to exchange 
best practices and strengthen future collaboration on various subjects. 

In this picture left to right: SG SER Curacao, R. Henriquez, Senior Policy advisor,  M. Ramsay, Chairperson SER North Brabant, E. Nelissen, 
SG SER Sint Maarten, G. Richardson,  SG SER Aruba, F. Bijlhout. Not pictured but in attendance SG SER North Brabant A. Groen, 
and Director SER North Brabant, I. Orbon

On September 17, 2021, the SER Chairman ir. Damien Richardson handed over the 2020 annual report to the 
Honorable Prime Minister S. Jacobs. The annual report highlights SER’s achievements, future plans and overall 
functioning for the year 2020. 

In this picture left to right: Chairman D. Richardson, Honorable Prime Minister S. Jacob, SG. G. Richardson  
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On October 27, 2021, the Social Economic Council (SER) of Sint Maarten was re-elected to the international board 
of the International Association of Economic and Social Councils and Similar Institutions (AICESIS) during its 
General Assembly in Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire. 

On November 15, 2021, the Chairman Damien Richardson presented the SER’s 2020 Annual report to the MPs 
during a meeting of the Central Committee of Parliament. He stated that the pending ninth member had been 
appointed. The SER convened its first meeting on August 19, and elections were held to appoint a Chairperson 
and Vice Chairperson on August 23, 2021. 

In this picture left to right: SG. G. Richardson, Chairman D. Richardson, 
Senior Policy advisor S. Arnell, Policy advisor, C. Vlaun.   
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Chapter 8 advice
As we look back on 10 years of SER’s active participation in the legislation process of Sint Maarten, two questions 
remained. What has become of advice issued by SER ? 
Has the Government taken SER’s advice over the years into consideration ? The SER is of the opinion that its 
advices should be binding, taking into consideration the tripartite constellation of the SER, represents the various 
views of the diverse stakeholders in society. As we look back, we have decided to highlight some of the most 
critical advice issued to the Government and Parliament of Sint Maarten over the period 2011 -2021. The advice 
are arranged in order of publication.

Period 2011 – 2014

Emancipation/Liberation Day Advice  .............................................click here to read the advice.   

Advice on the Draft Ordinance on the 
elimination of abuse of short-term labor contracts  .....................click here to read the advice. 

Sint Maarten stepping out of the monetary union .........................click here to read the advice.     

Letter of advice concerning 
“The implementation of Article 10- Counterpart”  .........................click here to read the advice. 

Letter of advice concerning 
(amendments to the Civil Code in respect of the 
National Ordinance on Labor Contracts).  ......................................click here to read the advice.

A mandatory pension for Sint Maarten  .........................................click here to read the advice. 

Period 2014 – 2017

Flexicurity  .......................................................................................click here to read the advice.   

Letter of Advice Better waste management ..................................click here to read the advice. 

Development Bank Sint Maarten  ...................................................click here to read the advice.   

Letter of advice concerning the draft national 
ordinance regulating a mandatory general health 
insurance  .......................................................................................click here to read the advice.

Boost St. Maarten  ..........................................................................click here to read the advice.   

Period 2017 – 2020

Letter of advice concerning the revised draft
national ordinance regulating a mandatory general 
health insurance  ............................................................................click here to read the advice.
The level of maternity leave & inclusion of paternity 
Leave in the draft Ordinance title 10 b  ..........................................click here to read the advice.

DATA Matters :The value of data to sustainably 
Transform our society  ....................................................................click here to read the advice.

Letter of advice Cost of living research  .........................................click here to read the advice.
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http://ser.sx/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Emancipation-Day-advice.pdf
http://ser.sx/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Draft-Ordinance-Short-Term-Labor-Contracts-Advice.pdf
http://ser.sx/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Advice-SXM-stepping-out-of-the-monetary-union.pdf
http://ser.sx/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Letter-of-Advice-Article-10-Counterpart.pdf
http://ser.sx/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Letter-of-Advice-on-proposed-amendements-to-the-civil-code-in-respect-of-the-National-Ordinance-on-Labor-Contracts.pdf
http://ser.sx/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Advice-A-mandatory-pension-for-Sint-Maarten-with-Keesen-report.pdf
http://ser.sx/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Advice-Flexicurity-for-Sint-Maarten.pdf
http://ser.sx/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Letter-of-Advice-better-waste-management-for-Sint-Maarten.pdf
http://ser.sx/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Advice-Development-Bank-Sint-Maarten.pdf
http://ser.sx/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Letter-of-Advice-mandatory-national-health-insurance.pdf
http://ser.sx/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Advice-Boost-Sint-Maarten.pdf
http://ser.sx/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Advice_20181105_LOA-SER-Sint-Maarten_v10_aug_2020.pdf
http://ser.sx/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Letter-of-advice-concerning-the-level-of-maternity-leave-and-inclusion-of-paternity-leave-in-the-draft-Ordinance-title-10-b.pdf
http://ser.sx/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/SER-Letter-of-Advice-30102019-DATA-Matters-Website-copy.pdf
http://ser.sx/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/11022022-Letter-of-Advice-Research-request-Cost-of-living-on-St.-Maarten.pdf
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